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Abstract: As the leader of the largest economy, President of the United States has substantive influence on 
addressing the global climate change problem. However, presidential election is often dominated by issues 
other than energy problems. This paper focuses on the on-going 2016 presidential election, examining the 
energy plans proposed by the leading Democrat and Republican candidates. Our data from the Iowa caucus 
survey in January 2016 suggests that voters are more concerned about terrorism and economic issues than 
environmental relative issues. We then compare the Democratic and Republican candidate’s view of 
American’s energy future, and evaluate their proposed renewable energy targets. We find that the view on 
renewable energy is polarized between Democratic and Republican candidates, while candidates from both 
parties agree on the need for energy efficiency. Results from our ordinal least squares regression models 
suggest that Democratic candidates have moderate to ambitious goals for developing solar and other renewable 
energy. The Republican candidates favor fossil fuel and they neglect to provide any plan for renewable energy. 
In addition, this trend of polarization has grown more significant when compared with the past three 
presidential elections. Our observation suggests that energy issues need to be discussed more to draw broader 
attention to salient issues of diversifying and decarbonizing the nation’s energy system.  
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1. Introduction 

Global atmospheric temperature has increased by 1°F since industrialization, as reported by the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). Temperature increase is higher in sensitive polar regions 

[1]. In the meantime, emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG) – the main anthropogenic factor causing climate 

change – have reached the highest level in history. The increasing GHG emissions have caused worldwide 

discussions. According to the information provided by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA), 

fossil fuel consumption is responsible for 79% of the greenhouse gas emissions in the US [2]. Scientists and 

concerned individuals appeal that decreasing the dependency on fossil fuel is a central step to mitigate climate 

change.  

As a promising substitute of petroleum-based transport fuel, biofuel has been studied thoroughly, and 

various technological pathways have been developed to convert biomass to biofuels. By all means, our leaders 

should guide our society to ease this transition by providing visions and plans to address the socioeconomic and 

environmental challenges of developing renewable energy. President of the U.S. plays an important role because 

the nation is the largest economy and top energy producer and consumer on earth.  The process out of which 

the next president is chosen is a critical step in educating the public and signaling the need for low-carbon 

renewable fuels. In previous presidential elections, the environmental impacts of energy consumption have been 

questioned and discussed extensively [3]. However, scholars noted the absence of voting for strong 

environmental policies at the ballot box, while public opinion shows strong support for them [4]. In fact, this 

phenomenon has been observed for a long time since the 1980s. Scholars and political analysts called it a paper 
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tiger, which means it is long on talk but short on action [5]. Mixed evidence is found regarding the impact of 

environmental issues on voters’ behavior in presidential elections. There is no clear voting pattern and multiple 

factors can influence the results of environmental regulations. This may relate to the fact that citizens are less 

concerned about environmental issue. Rather, economics and other issues are considered to be more important 

to the public.  

At the 2015 United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP21) in Paris, a global agreement on climate 

change mitigation – the Paris Agreement – was negotiated by more than 170 countries. The Paris climate deal 

has ended the differentiation of the prior efforts in reducing GHG emissions between developed countries and 

developing countries. Instead, all participating countries have promised to commit the best efforts and strengths 

for taking carbon stock and reporting to each other every five years. The long-term goal of the agreement was 

to keep average warming below 2 degree Celsius, while urging the parties to limit the increase to 1.5 degree 

Celsius, especially for the developing countries [6].  

President Barack Obama of the United States claims that the U.S. played a vital role in solving the global 

problem of climate change. Given the fact that the recent economic growth in the U.S. occurred without 

significant growth in carbon emissions, he claims that lowering GHG emissions will not hurt the economy [7]. 

Although the Paris agreement is not binding and it requires the U.S. to do nothing beyond what is already 

committed to, President Obama still consider it to be a landmark of global climate governance and could be a 

turning point for the world [8].  

Under the leadership of the current President, the United States has demonstrated its intent toward 

decarbonization by agreeing on the Paris pack at the end of 2015. In the presidential election of 2016 so far, 

however, candidates haven’t demonstrated the same enthusiasm for energy issues as for other public affairs.  

Only a few candidates expressed their concerns over low-carbon energy and released their energy and 

environmental plan. Nevertheless, the public has not shown any tendency to vote with regard to their 

environmental and energy plans. 

The objectives of this study are to investigate the current presidential candidates’ vision of American’s 

energy future to explore how their views are polarized. We predict future development of renewable energy by 

building an ordinal least squares (OLS) regression model to predict the nation’s energy consumption in the next 

few years. We use the model as the baseline to compare the energy plans proposed by the leading Democratic 

and Republican candidates. We evaluate the proposed energy plans with regards to future renewable energy 

production and electricity used in residential buildings, and assess the degree of party polarization on renewable 

energy. We analyze why candidates from the two parties have such polarized energy views by drawing 

information from the 2016 Iowa caucus survey and the literature to regarding renewable energy. 

2. Literature Reviews 

The U.S. has a stable political system where two parties – the Democrats and Republicans – dominate 

political events. As of always, the two parties have very different views and policies in addressing energy and 

environmental issues.  

The core belief of the Republican Party roots from the ideology that individuals are responsible for their 

own good within society. Also, they believe that the government’s role is to make sure that people are able to 

secure the benefits of society for themselves, their families, and for those who are unable to do so for themselves. 

As for energy issues, republicans believe in pursuing American gas and oil resources, both on- and off-shore. 

Republicans support developing alternative energy sources from the perspective of having secure and reliable 

domestic energy supply, as per the policy rationale for former President G.W Bush to promote biofuel. 
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Republicans oppose mandatory carbon emissions controls because of the concerns of hindering economic 

growth and destroying jobs.  

On the other hand, the Democratic Party is determined to renew America’s most basic bargain: equal 

opportunities to every American, and responsibility from every American. In general, Democrats value the 

clean environment very much and they believe that environment must be protected from over-exploitation and 

the destruction is our destruction. Democrats also value energy independence. They believe that using green 

energy sources will further the country’s chances of standing energy independence and further save consumers 

money on energy bills. The Democratic Party is prone to develop clean energy as they favor policy supports 

including tax credits for private investment, and funding for research on alternative fuel and clean energy 

technologies.  

As early as 1980s, the Council on Environmental Quality released a survey before the presidential election, 

claiming “the United States is a nation willing to pay the price for environmental quality”. However, the public 

did not put priorities on environmental regulations, as Republicans who supported more fossil fuel production 

and less environmental regulation controlled the House. Even though reducing air and water pollution were the 

6th most important national concerns in 1980s, the requirement for secure energy supplies outweighs concern 

for the environment [9].     

In the 1988 presidential election, environmental issue was not a decisive factor for vote decisions, although 

environmental spending was the primary interest [10]. The investigation found that voters put priority on the 

candidates’ preferences on environmental protection, but the final votes did not goes to the candidates who 

favored higher spending on environment. Even though the two nominated candidates claimed to be 

environmentalists and pledged to take affirmative procedures, environment protection have never topped at the 

election policy lists. However, environmental problems emerged playing a key role in the election in 1996. 

Prior to the election, Bill Clinton highlighted the differences in environmental policies between his and the other 

candidates’. In particular, he pointed out that the Republicans were trying to add legislative policies to limit 

EPA’s authority and cut its budget [11]. Based on the poll, Baker [12] found that environmental records has an 

impact on the votes as well as their willingness to go to the polls for more than half of the so-called Generation 

X-ers. In the 2004 election, G.W. Bush tried to convince the public about how serious the Republicans care 

about clean water and climate change problem. However, the analysts said that “the environment is probably 

the single issue on which Republicans in general - and President Bush in particular - are most vulnerable”[13]. 

During the presidential campaign, Democratic candidates spent more time discussing environmental issues in 

order to win the support of the swing voters.  

In the midterm election of 2006, Democrats were in control and the environmental legislation regained 

attention [14]. Campaign activities prioritized energy-related issues including energy dependence on foreign oil, 

vehicle fuel efficiency, and alternative fuels. However, analysts have been questioning the relationship between 

environmental issues and the vote in the presidential election for a long time. Observations of elections suggest 

that, people may not choose the candidate based on their environmental and energy policies, although the public 

supports clean energy and environmental protection. In many cases, economic, national defense, immigration 

and other issues dominate the discussion during political campaigns while less attention has been paid on 

environmental and energy issues.  

Despite the long-term peripheral relevance of energy issues in elections, the increasing polarization trend 

of the two parties affects political elections in a more prominent way. Particularly in recent years, the 

contemporary parties have become more programmatic, cohesive and increasingly “polarized”. It was observed 

as a political theme that the Republican Party showing a conservative attitude on nearly all major issues while 
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the Democratic Party acting more aggressively [15]. A growing number of empirical researches have been 

conducted on partisan polarization issues. Even though the political position within the parties has become more 

consistent, the differences between the parties are expanding, especially in Congress. According to Fiorina [16], 

Abrams and Pop [17], the differences between Democratic and Republican have become greater than the past. 

However, research conducted by Sundquist [18] and Carmines and Stimson [19] indicates that party polarization 

has existed for quite a long time with significant observations of social issues: slavery problem in 1850s, 

agrarian and currency issues in 1890s, the social welfare issues in 1930s, and civil rights in 1960s.  

The within-party variation tends to be minor for two senators from the same state and party. However, in 

the case of two senators from the same state but different parties, their difference is large. In other words, the 

two senators are highly dissimilar [20]. As Poole and Rosenthal suggested, it has been observed that there are 

polarization in American politics in ways that do not well represent the interests of middle class voters at every 

level of the political system. An analysis of multiple-year public opinion survey by Gallup Survey [21] suggests 

that concerns for global warming has declined along with concerns of other environmental issues, while 

partisanship has “moved front and center” in the climate change debate. The research also supports the trend of 

elite disagreement along partisan lines, that the disagreement “extend beyond policy preferences into virtually 

every aspect of environmental thoughts” [22]. Evidence suggests that the increasing cleavage of ideologies is 

affecting public policy discussion over climate change issues, and the recent Tea Part movement may contribute 

to the cleavage [17].  

In the ongoing presidential election of 2016 also pays attention on environmental, energy, and climate 

change issues, and a few candidates from the two parties released their environmental and energy plan. 

Democrat candidates have articulated their visions toward clean energy and environment-related issues. Hillary 

Clinton targets to install solar capacity to 140 gigawatts by the end of 2020, and to “generate enough renewable 

energy to power every home in the US” [23]. Idealist Bernie Sanders claims in his campaign to achieve 100 

percent clean energy system in the future [24]. Before suspending his campaign, Martin O’Malley also proposed 

at a national, cross-sector Renewable Electricity Standard, which sets a renewable energy target of 100 percent 

by 2050 [25]. These plans look ambitious, and feasibility has guaranteed a lot of discussion. The candidates 

have yet provided much details of their environmental and energy plan besides the targets.  On the other hand, 

Republican candidates have paid much less attention to renewable energy than Democrats. The leading 

Republican candidates support fossil fuel production, while conveying doubts and concerns about renewable 

energy. 

For presidential candidates from the two parties, evidence from previous elections suggest relatively 

consistent views on environment and pollution issues, in comparison with their polarized opinions on other 

subjects such as economic issues and health care. However, Republican and Democratic candidates have shown 

disagreements about the future trajectory of the nation’s energy market.  Assuming that the proposed energy 

plans root from the candidates’ partisanship and ideology, we conduct an analysis of the disagreements to 

provide evidence of elite polarization in the U.S. politics.  

3. Empirical Methodology and Data Collection 

Renewable energy plays a critical role in the pursuit of energy security, sustainable development, and 

climate change mitigation. In the current presidential election campaigns, candidates put emphasis on the 

benefits of using renewable energy to lower environmental impacts and reduce fossil fuel consumption. The 

proposed targets for renewable energy represent presidential candidates’ vision of America’s energy future, 

although the targets can be vague and even conflicted sometimes. To evaluate their plans, we put the proposed 

targets in the context of future energy demand growth by building an econometric model to predict renewable 
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electricity consumption up to 2030. The candidates’ energy views are tested against our projection of renewable 

energy growth, and the projection by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) is used as the 

benchmark. 

3.1. OLS regression model 

Econometric model using multivariate linear regression is commonly used method for studying correlations 

and projecting future trends. Equation 1 shows the Bentzen and Engsted model [26] for projecting energy 

consumption. The price of energy (P), personal disposable income (PI) and heating degree days (HDD) are the 

factors driving energy consumption of year t, as well as the consumption level of the previous year (t-1).  ln = + + + + + 																								 . 1 

Following this rationale, we built three models to predict the solar PV installation, renewable energy and 

total primary energy used for electricity generation respectively. The variables we examined include economic 

factor including personal GDP (pGDP), disposable personal income (In), electricity retail price (EP), solar PV 

cost (PC) and gasoline retailed price (GP); the climate and society factors include heating degree days (HDD), 

cooling degree days (CDD) and population (Pop) in thousand people house unit (HU); the solar PV (PV), total 

energy generation (E), total fossil energy generation (F), renewable energy generation (R) are included in energy 

generation factor which is represented as million kwh.  

We start with generic full models for solar PV (equation 2), renewable energy (equation 3), and total 

primary energy (equation 4), where the subscript t indicates the data of predicting year. And the data sources 

are listed as the notes of equation. R studio is used for multivariate linear regression, with which stepwise 

variable selection method is employed by choosing the variables with the lowest AIC scores one by one. Then, 

three restricted model are developed using variables with lowest AICs to predict electricity generation from 

distributed solar photovoltaic panels, renewable energy and from total primary energy, respectively.  = + ln + ln + ln + ln + ln + ln+ ln + ln +	 ln + ln+ ln 																																																																																																											 . 2 

 = + ln + ln + ln + ln + ln + ln+ ln + ln +	 ln + ln +	 ln+ ln + 																																						 . 3 

 = + ln + ln + ln + ln + ln + ln+ ln + ln +	 ln + ln 										 . 4	 
3.2. Data collection 

Data used in the econometrics models includes two components: historical data from 2000-2014, and 

projection data from 2015-2030. The historical and projected data on population, personal disposable income, 

and GDP is from the U.S. census bureau [27], bureau of labor statistics [28] and the statistics portal [29] 

individually. The historical and projected data on solar PV, fossil fuel, renewable energy used for electricity 

generation, retailed price of gasoline and electricity, CDD and HDD is taken from the Annual Energy Outlook 

2015 [30]. 
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3.3. Iowa caucus survey 

The 2015-2016 Iowa State University / WHO-TV Caucus Poll was conducted by the ISU Center for Survey 

Statistics and Methodology.  A sample of 12,000 registered voters was selected from the State of Iowa voter 

registration list using a stratified systematic design referencing five variables (registered party, age, gender, 

congressional district, and primary election attendance since 2006).  This included 5,000 Democrats, 5000 

Republicans, and 2,000 No Party (Independents).  Those with no available telephone number were removed 

from the sample. The first waive survey was conducted by telephone in November 2015; the second waive was 

completed in January 2016 based on responses from 722 respondents who also responded to the poll in 

November. Results are adjusted based on the distribution of registered voters in the Iowa Secretary of State’s 

voter registration file based on gender, age group, and congressional district within each party. The margin of 

error for the entire sample is plus and minus about 3.5 percentage points. 

4. Survey Results and Candidates’ Energy Visions 

The energy and environment-related issues are becoming critical due to the pressing threats of peak oil, 

energy security, and climate change. These issues also have implications that affect economic development, 

national security, and international relations. Energy and climate issues are frequently discussed in political 

campaigns, while the level of focus and analysis varies case by case. We focus on the on-going 2016 presidential 

election, and provide a brief overview of the public discussion in political campaigns of the leading candidates. 

The survey of registered Iowan voters reveals that environment, pollution, and climate change is considered 

by only 2.0% of the voters to be the most important problem facing the country. Instead, over 20.9% of people 

are more concerned of terrorism, ISIS, and the growing Muslin populations. More than 18.5% of registered 

Iowan voters think economic issues are the most important issues, such as limiting government intervention 

and small business assistance. On the other hand, nearly 10.1% of the survey respondents are dissatisfied with 

the government and the Congress, especially about bipartisanship and concerns of the “big government”. 

Another 8.9% of them expressed their concerns on the gap between rich and poor, more specifically, the income 

inequality and the shrinking middle class. 

Although the majority (67.9%) of the survey respondents believe that the federal government should do 

more to promote clean energy, this value is not directly related to their stated preferences over presidential 

candidates. The difference in Democratic and Republican voters in favoring more government support for clean 

energy is large. In the survey, nearly 80% of the Democratic voters indicate the necessity to promote the green 

energy by federal government, while only 46% of the Republican voters favor more government support for 

clean energy. This observation is not surprising given the recent trend of stronger partisanship and growing 

disagreements in ideology.  

 Constituents’ opinions are somehow connected to elite’s preferences, since the literature suggest multiple 

ways that elites shape the mass opinion. As political elites, the energy vision expressed by the candidates well 

reflects partisan disagreements. Therefore we provide a quantitative analysis of the candidates’ energy plans to 

measure the degree of polarization between Democrats and Republicans on energy issues.  

4.1. Democrats 

In general, Democrats are pro climate change and pro renewable energy. They believe renewable energy 

will benefit consumers, the economy, and the environment. Acknowledging the high cost, Democratic 

candidates are willing to invest in renewable energy to gain long-term societal benefits. But the candidate may 

take the “environmentalist” stand to varied extents in pursuing a low-carbon economy.  
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4.1.1. Hillary Clinton 

The energy vision of Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton focuses on electricity generated from 

distributed solar and other renewable resources. Clinton’s campaign mainly emphasizes on accelerating solar 

panel installation and renewable electricity generation. If elected, she claims the United States will have more 

than half billion solar panels installed by the end of her first term. In Clinton’s solar energy target, she plans to 

expand the amount of installed solar capacity to 140 gigawatts by the end of 2020, a 700% increase from current 

levels. This is the equivalent of having rooftop solar systems on over 25 million homes. 

In her vision, Clinton believes that the nation will generate enough clean renewable energy to power every 

home in America within ten years. To reach this target, she proposes to add new power generation capacity to 

the grid more quickly than the capacity growth during any decade in American history. This growth of 

renewable electricity comes from a combination of wind, solar, hydro, geothermal, and other forms of 

renewable energy. Additionally, her administration will follow deep decarbonization pathway to raise 

renewable power to 33% by 2027, a 20% increase from the current level [23]. 

4.1.2. Bernie Sanders 

Bernie Sanders aims at a 100 percent clean energy system, which, as declared in his campaign, not only 

creates millions of good jobs but also cleans air, water and decreases the U.S. dependence on foreign oil. Sanders 

also view the future to increase the investment in clean and sustainable energy powered by sun, wind and Earth’s 

heat. Moreover, he proposes to work on investing in making all American home more energy efficient, and to 

re-introduce the Residential Energy Saving Act to provide federal loans to states to perform energy efficiency 

updates to provide homeowners with valuable energy savings. 

Bernie believes that solar energy is one of the most promising sources of clean energy for American’s 

future. The cost of deploying solar panels has gone down by more than 80 percent since 2008. This cost decline 

is assisted by government support including tax credits and federally funded research and development. 

Sanders’ reasoning of investing in solar energy is to “put money back in the pockets of consumers”. Recently, 

he introduced the Low Income Solar Act to increase low-income families’ access to solar energy by making it 

more affordable for people who own their own home and incentivize access to community solar project. He 

plans to introduce wind tax credits, which could spur the development of wind farms especially in Midwest. He 

believes that the decreasing cost of wind and solar demonstrates the 100 percent clean energy could be achieved 

in the future [24]. 

4.2. Republicans 

In contrast to Democrats, Republicans prefer less government intervention to the energy market. As the US 

energy markets has abundant low-cost fossil fuel due to the shale gas boom, Republicans have no intention to 

change the current status and policy support for renewable energy is a disturbance to the market.  Therefore 

Republicans disagree with Democrats in the provisions of energy policies in many cases. 

4.2.1. Donald Trump 

In general, Trump supports domestic oil and gas production when he emphasizes on the desire for the U.S. 

to be energy independence. He believes the U.S. has enough natural gas in Marcellus Shale for 110 years of 

supply, and he also supports fracking and the Keystone XL project – construction of pipelines across multiple 

states to bring Canadian oil to Illinois and Texas.  

     The following statement shows Trump’s vision of the nation’s energy future that focuses on energy 

independence and fossil fuel reliance: “Honestly, we’re taking oil from Canada. We’re paying Canada a lot of 

money. We don’t even need Canadian oil if we did it right. The really right way is to drill our own oil. We have 

so much of it we don’t know what to do. Between natural gas and oil and lots of other things, we should be 
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doing our own.” [31]. Trump has no plan for the development of renewable energy as his campaign concentrates 

in fossil fuels.   

4.2.2. Marco Rubio 

As a moderate Republican, Rubio supports deploying U.S. domestic fossil fuel. In addressing climate 

change, Rubio has long opposed a cap-and-trade program because he believes that would amount to a massive 

energy tax. His long-term energy strategy is to optimize America’s resources, minimize government 

bureaucracy, and maximize private innovation.   

Rubio believes in decentralized policies for optimizing America’s resources, as he proposes to empower 

States and Tribes to control onshore energy development within their borders. Rubio also supports the approval 

of the Keystone XL pipeline and American natural gas export, and the lift of the 1970s-Era ban on crude export. 

Rubios’s vision of the state’s energy plan concentrates in bolstering the energy security of U.S. allies, defending 

U.S. interests in international climate negotiation, and concluding TTIP negotiation without restrictions on 

access to U.S. energy exports. To address environmental concerns, Rubio proposes to create a National 

Regulatory Budget to limit the power of unelected regulators, export the true costs of environmental litigation 

to taxpayers, and simplify and improve the environmental review process to minimize government bureaucracy. 

Besides, Rubio claims to facilitate private-sector-led development of new technologies, develop higher 

education system to support energy jobs and overhaul the tax code and cut taxes for business of all sizes to 

maximize private innovation [32].  

4.2.3. Ted Cruz 

Cruz views the future as the “great American Energy Renaissance” as he proposes to adopt a national 

energy plan, and an “all-of-the-above” energy approach from oil and natural gas to ethanol [33]. Similarly to 

other republican candidates, Cruz supports Keystone pipeline and other infrastructures for fossil fuel. He 

proposes to empower the private sector to create good-paying American jobs, and to remove federal 

impediments to energy exploration development and trade. The rationale of his energy plan is slightly different 

from Trump and Rubio that his energy policies aim to improve energy efficiency and economic development.    

As a leader of the Tea Party, Cruz may represent core values that national policies should come from 

grassroots. His success in Iowa – a state that is big on fuel ethanol production – demonstrates the impact of 

grass root activities on elections, although his energy strategy does not align with the interest of the influential 

Iowan biofuel coalition of corn producers and ethanol suppliers.  

To sum up, clear cleavage lies in the candidates’ vision and their partisanship-based views of the country’s 

energy future. Democratic candidates propose plans to develop the nation’s efficient and renewable energy 

resources, while appealing for financial incentives to support clean energy. They frame their energy plans from 

the perspectives of environment protection, climate change mitigation, and green job creation. On the other 

hand, Republican candidates support no carbon pricing policies to address climate change and they tend to 

ignore renewable energy. Instead, they focus on the policies that would facilitate more and rapid production of 

fossil fuels to grow the domestic oil and gas industry. Republican candidates frequently use the energy 

independence and supply security argument to solicit their visions and proposals. Different from the polarized 

opinions on renewable energy, candidates from both parties support energy efficiency and conservation, 

although they constantly have different rationales for energy efficiency policies.  

5. Model Results and Discussion 
Information collected through the Iowa caucus survey suggests that there is general consensus that the 

federal government should do more to promote clean energy, while this believe is more popular with Democrats 

than Republicans. This preference is not very well reflected by the energy plans proposed by the candidates. 
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Although all candidates agree that energy efficiency is desired and should be pursued, their opinions diverge in 

terms of government support for renewable energy.  Democratic candidates promise to improve the 

development of renewable resources and believe that the green energy industry will stimulate the economy and 

be able to create more businesses and jobs. Republican candidates, however, continue hammering in the need 

to incentivize domestic production of fossil fuels because they believe the American has sufficient fossil fuels 

to power the economy. 

In this session, we use an OLS regression model to project the growth of total energy consumption and 

renewable energy production, solar energy in particular, in the nation. Using this projection as the baseline, we 

compare the renewable energy targets proposed by the candidates to quantify their energy plans and vision of 

America’s energy future. With this effort, we attempt to measure the degree of polarization of the candidates 

on renewable energy. 

5.1. Solar Energy 

For accelerating the deployment of renewable energy, democrat candidates focus on solar energy when 

they propose policy supports for the installation of solar panels and concentrated solar power for electricity 

generation. As the policy proposed by Clinton’s campaign, solar capacity will be expanded to 140 gigawatts by 

the end of 2020, a 700% increase from current level. Bernie Sanders plans to introduce the Low Income Solar 

Act and put more effort to invest solar energy technology to increase the installation of solar panels for low-

income families.  

The Energy Policy Act of 2005 provides investment tax credit (ITC) for distributed solar photovoltaic 

panels, a 30 percent federal tax credit for solar systems on residential (under Section 25D) and commercial 

(under Section 48) properties, which would expire at the end of 2016. In December 2015, the Congress passed 

an omnibus spending bill extending the 30% solar ITC to the end of 2019 with a three-year phase-down period 

afterwards. The ITC will drop to 26% in 2020, 22% in 2021, and 10% permanently for commercial and 0% for 

residential projects.  If ITC is not extended, solar installation is expected to decrease by nearly 8 gigawatts 

(GW) from 2016-2017 (Fig. 1) [34]. The extension is expected to lead the solar industry to install more than 

72GW of solar PV from 2016 through 2020. This growth represents an increase of over 54% above the baseline 

without the extension. Ultimately the U.S. is projected to have 100 GW of solar electricity capacity, including 

approximately 98 GW of PV and 2 GW of concentrated solar power (CSP). This capacity is sufficient to power 

more than 20 million U.S. homes. Moreover, solar will provide more than 3.5% of all U.S. electricity, which is 

an increase of over 3000% in just a decade. 

 

Fig. 1 The projection of solar PV capacity based on current policy and ITC extension to 2022 (SIEA) 
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It is still questionable how quickly solar power can reach grid parity due to technology and market 

uncertainties. Given the fact that solar ITC will be phase down after 2019, other types of incentives may be 

needed to support the development of solar energy. It makes sense that Sanders advocates for a tax credit for 

low-income families to adopt solar, although he provides no details about how the cost will be covered. On the 

other hand, Clinton advocates for a more moderate solar target without proposing any financial support for solar 

energy. 

Our regression model predicts the solar PV growth in electricity generation, using the significant variables 

(p<0.05) that have the lowest AIC value of -73.47, including CDD, personal GDP, gasoline price, fossil fuel 

generation, and PV cost (Eq. 5). By the end of 2027, our model projects the total PV energy generation for 

electricity to be 15,024 GWh (Fig. 2), which is slightly higher than the EIA prediction of 14,952 GWh [30]. 

Electricity generation from solar PV account for only 2.5% of total renewable energy by the end of 2027. The 

EIA’s Annual Energy Outlook [30] predicts that the total solar PV capacity grows to 8.08 gigawatts by the end 

of 2027, which is lower than the SIEA prediction based on the ITC extension. Note that Clinton proposes to 

increase solar by 33% based on SIEA’s study. Thus, it’s a challenge to achieve Clinton’s target as suggested by 

our projection and also the EIA’s. It will be an even harder challenge to meet Sanders’ target.  = 283.52 + 5.77 ln + 0.72 ln + 1.52 ln 5.58 ln18.82	 ln 																																																																																																									 . 5 

 

Fig. 2 The econometric projection of solar PV used in electricity generation 

 

Republican candidates question the cost of installing solar panels and the validity of financial support 

including tax credits and federally R&D fund for solar energy. According to SEIA, solar PV price has dropped 

by more 73% since the implementation of ITC in 2006.  The average solar PV panel price (i.e., turnkey installed 

cost) is $3.5/Wdc for residential rooftop systems in Q4 2015 [34]. A typical 5kW residential system would cost 

$17,500 to install, which is still quite expensive to most of American families. Jürgen Weiss, the head of climate 

change at the Brattle Group consultancy, once commented:  “the large percentage of costs for installers of 

residential solar are already wrapped up in selling the technology to a skeptical public who have relative low 

electricity costs” [35].   

Another concern about the solar energy target is associated with the efficiency of the solar panels. 

According to Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the efficiency of solar panel is only 15-21% in terms of 

how much sunlight can be converted into usable energy. And the solar panel efficiency increased by only 5-

11% points over the past 50 years [36]. Due to these reasons, the republican candidates generally favor energy 

efficiency measures over solar PV energy. 
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Given the recent multi-year extension of solar ITC, business entrepreneurs feel confident in foreseeing 

rapid growth in solar industry. In fact, record-breaking increase has been observed in 2015 for new added solar 

capacity. With regard to the solar targets proposed by Democratic candidates, Americas Chief from Bloomberg 

New Energy Finance, Ethan Zindler, believes “the ambition was high, but within reach”. Shayle Kann from 

Greentechnology Media (GTM) thought it’s a perfect target, ambitious but possible. According to GTM, in 

order to achieve 140GW in 2020, the annual solar growth rate needs to be above 32% in 2017. GTM states this 

goal could be achieved with the help of four drivers: ITC, the Clean Power Plan, state-level activities, and the 

decline in solar costs. For sure, ITC is the largest uncertainty in this market, and the recent multi-year extension 

will set the industry for takeoff. The Clean Power Plan, recently released by EPA in August 2015, which will 

grant double credits for renewable energy from 2020-2021, would boost solar capacity from allover the country. 

In addition to federal policies, state-level activities, such as permitting, interconnection, incentives, net 

metering, dynamic pricing, and RPS standards, are also important solar market drivers. Moreover, the learning 

effect from capacity growth will help decrease costs, and that will assist solar energy development in the future 

[37].  

5.2. Renewable Energy 

The models for renewable power production and total energy used for electricity generation are generated 

using stepwise variable selection. Equations are shown below for renewable energy (equation 6) and total 

energy production (equation 7). ln = 7.99 + 1.79 ln 1.37 ln + 1.27 ln 0.27 ln 													 . 6 ln = 17.9 + 0.47 ln + 1.92 ln 0.15 ln 0.3 ln+ 0.1 ln 																																																																																																											 . 7 

In forecasting renewable energy used for electricity generation, the significant factors include population, 

fossil fuel generation and retailed price in previous year of electricity and gasoline. The model returns R2 of 

0.98 and AIC value of -155.53. The prediction of total energy used for electricity depends on renewable energy 

generation, as well as fossil energy generation, personal disposal income and the retailed price of gasoline. The 

model for total primary energy for electricity generation has R2 equaling to 0.97 and AIC value of -189.95.  

These two models project annual energy production from 2016 to 2027, which covers the next two president 

terms. According to the models, total electricity generated is estimated to reach 5 trillion kWh by the end of 

2027. Renewable electricity generation, including wind, solar, hydro, geothermal, and other forms, is projected 

to reach 0.72 trillion kWh, which amounts to 14.4% of total power production of that year (Fig. 3). In 

comparison, EIA predicts renewable energy and total energy generation to be 0.73 and 4.58 trillion kWh 

respectively. EIA’s forecast suggests renewables account for 15.91% of total energy used for electricity 

generation. This result is close to our projection (Fig. 4).  

 
Fig. 3 The econometric projection of renewable and total energy used in electricity generation 
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Fig. 4 The projection of renewable energy application rate of total energy 

 

In comparison, Clinton’s policy target is set at 33% of renewable energy by the end of 2025; Sanders aims 

at 100% of clean energy used by 2050. Results from our regression models suggest that the renewable energy 

used for electricity reaches around 14.4% of total power production by the end of 2025 (Fig. 4). EIA’s Annual 

Energy Outlook [30] predicts that the renewable energy used for electricity generation is about 16% by the end 

of 2025.  EIA’s projection and ours question the feasibility of Sanders’ targets, and suggest challenges for 

Clinton’s energy plan as well. There is a 20% gap between Clinton’s proposed target and the prediction of this 

study, while optimists may believe her target is within reach.  To achieve Sanders’ ambitious target, financial 

incentives and other policies are needed to make clean energy increase over 75% from 2025 based on the 

prediction of this study (Fig. 3). 

According to equation 6, population and retail price of electricity from the previous year have positive 

coefficients. Fossil fuel generation and gasoline retail price from the previous year have negative coefficients.  

In other words, renewable energy generation is affected by population growth and the market of fossil derived 

fuels. The negative coefficients also indicate competition between fossil fuel and renewable energy, which 

recommend the removal of misplaced incentives for fossil fuel to stimulate renewable energy generation.  

For total energy generation, renewable energy and fossil fuel both have positive coefficients (Eq. 7), while 

fossil fuel has larger effect than renewable energy. This indicates that fossil fuel will continue being the primary 

source for power production.  Therefore, increasing the market share of renewable energy is a challenge, and 

government support and policies are needed to better facilitate the expansion of renewable energy.  

A 2015 Forbes article [35] noted that the federal government has already spend $150 billion on renewable 

energy in the past six years. Concerns rise because large incentives may cause the industry afloat [38]. A well-

rounded renewable energy policy should be highly corresponding for the long-run, yet no specific energy plan 

has been observed from the candidates. Till now, Clinton has proposed a renewable policy schedule without 

detailed information. Sanders proposes to introduce solar taxes credits to low-income families, and to cooperate 

with EPA and other relevant agencies to accelerate renewable energy development. Though these targets look 

promising, implementation is always the critical process that decides whether policies and programs fail in 

reaching the target.  The idea of using energy policies to stimulate economic growth is a very subtle practice. 

If policies cannot balance economic and environmental goals, these targets may well turn into empty talks. 

Our analysis suggests that the renewable energy targets proposed by Democratic candidates are 

questionable, especially for Sanders. However, there are some voices that think these policies are achievable. 

Some of the professionals and practitioners in renewable energy industry believe the 33% clean energy target 

from Clinton’s energy plan can be achieved by taking wind energy into consideration. Mathiesen’s research 
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[39] shows that wind generated 4.4% of the country’s electricity, compared with 0.4% from the sun in 2014. 

The Department of Energy (DOE) [40] predicts that wind energy could affordably reach 20% of electricity 

generation by 2030. EIA believes the Clean Power Plan will be the biggest driver of new renewable capacity 

throughout the 2020s. 

Republican candidates generally believe the nation has sufficient fossil fuel resources, and increasing fossil 

production while improving energy efficiency is sufficient to power the economy. They support the Keystone 

pipeline project, which receives numerous critics and oppositions from the Democrats. The Republican 

candidates do not favor renewable energy due to the concern of costs of developing renewable resources when 

the country is facing with historical low oil and gas prices. They advocate that domestic fossil energy reliance 

and increased production can lead to energy independence of the country. Being self-sufficient in energy supply 

would boost the global influence of the United States once the country gains oil independence from OPEC 

countries. This argument lays out the key tone of their energy policies, and they believe the economy will revive 

and jobs will be created as energy efficiency gets improved. 

Additionally, the trend of polarization is observed to be growing by reviewing the renewable policy targets 

claimed by candidates in the past three presidential elections from 2004 to 2016 (Fig. 5). Either explicitly or 

implicitly, Republicans favor exploring fossil fuel resources over non-fossil options. The Republican candidate 

in 2008 election, John McCain, claimed to support renewable energy but opposed providing any subsidies. 

None of the Republican candidates have proposed policies to support renewable energy with clear targets in the 

past three presidential elections. By contrary, all Democrats candidates have proposed policies with clear targets 

to grow renewable energy.  In both 2008 and 2012 elections, Presidential Obama also proposed targets to 

reduce CO2 emissions when presenting his vision of the nation’s energy policy.  

 
Fig. 5 Trend of partisan difference on energy policy 

 

However, the differences between Democratic and Republican candidates on renewable energy are much 

more significant than the past three elections. Donald Trump sticks with the Republican camp while claiming 

strong support for specific fossil fuel exploration projects, such as hydro fracking for shale gas and shale oil 
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and the Keystone XL pipeline project. On the other hand, Hillary Clinton is promoting her plan to reach 33% 

of renewable energy replacement by the end of 2025 – a target higher than EIA’s predictions and ours, and also 

higher than any of targets by Democratic candidates in the 2004, 2008, and 2012 elections. No mention the 

target by another Democratic candidate, Bernie Sanders, who claim to replace 100% of fossil fuel by 2025. The 

polarized phenomena on renewable energy policy have become more obvious. Figure 5 illustrates the polarized 

believes and views of renewable energy development by the candidates in 2004, 2008, 2012 and 2016 elections 

[41-44]. 

This observation of polarized views of the candidates on renewable energy is only a superficial reflection 

of partisan conflict. The underpinning factor is related to the ideology of treating public policy as the 

government intervention to the energy market. Research suggests that party sorting may occur only when 

citizens are acquiring information to get familiar with the subject [22]. But this phenomenon is caveat that the 

legitimacy of the climate change problem and the need of developing renewable energy may be washed out in 

the intriguing debates of partisan disagreements. Moreover, the polarization trend raises concerns over the 

possibilities for the two parties to allow discourses and mute their ideological cleavage to work together on 

combating environmental and climate change issues. 

6. Conclusion and Policy Implication 
This study investigates the plans of developing renewable energy proposed by the presidential candidates 

from the two parties. We study the energy plans proposed by presidential candidates in the 2016 election. We 

built OLS regression models to predict future renewable energy consumption to serve as the basis of comparing 

the candidates’ energy plans. Our analysis suggests that the development of renewable energy needs strong 

policies and government support, and it is quite a challenge to reach the ambitious targets proposed by the 

Democratic candidates.  

Our analysis finds polarized views regarding the energy future in the US. The democratic candidates 

support the development of renewable energy, especially distributed solar energy, while they target renewable 

growth at varied extents. The republican candidates stand on the opposite perspective where they support energy 

independence and reliance on domestic fossil fuels. Unlike the obviously polarized view on renewable energy, 

Democrat and Republican candidates all support energy efficiency, as they believe efficiency will stimulate 

economic growth and create jobs. Republican candidates do not oppose to climate change mitigation as long as 

mitigation options are deployed by using energy more efficiently.  

Although difference is usually a point of attention, there is still not enough discussion on renewable energy 

in election campaigns. This phenomenon may reflect the fact that Americans believe there are other issues more 

important than energy that face the country, as revealed by the Iowa Caucus survey.  In the meantime, the two 

parties do not diverge that much on energy efficiency and environmental issues and climate change in general.  

Nevertheless, it is a salient issue to discussion the nation’s energy future and the presidential election is the 

best venue to draw people’s attention to it. The elite should spend more time to discuss energy-related topics to 

get citizens familiar with the issues.  Given the recent agreed on Paris Climate Deal, the next president and 

elites in the United States will have to address energy issues and problems under the regime of increasing 

international peer pressure and global collaboration on mitigating climate change.  
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